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School Signs
children develop many strategies in learning to read. One of the 
earliest strategies is memorization. Children simply memorize a story 
and, eventually, they learn to match the words they hear, or the signs they 
see, with the words printed on the page. Rhyme and rhythm are factors 
that aid memorization, and these are the factors that move "School Signs" 
along.
Each set of facing pages in this story contains a rhyme in English; 
just look at the final words—bump/jump and three/C —for example. The 
last page repeats the words on the first page.
The concept of rhyme in ASL may be new to the reader. Every 
sign consists of at least four parameters or parts: a handshape, a location, 
a movement, and an orientation (which way the palm faces). As an ex­
ample, let's look at the very first sign of the book, RIDE:
1. handshape: The right hand is a Bent V. The left hand is a C.
2. location: The hands are in front of the body.
3. movement: The Bent V fingers of the right hand hook onto the 
thumb of the left hand, and both hands move forward.
4. orientation: The right palm faces down and the left palm faces 
right.
When signs have parameters in common, they rhyme. The more 
parameters they have in common, the stronger the rhyme. In this sto­
ry, there are many rhymes, from strong ones like SCHOOL/JUMP and 
JUMP/DANCE, to medium ones like RIDE/JUMP and TRAIN/MUSIC, 
to light ones like 3/BUMP and A/DRUM.
The rhythm in both ASL and English is l-and-a-2. Have fun bump­






Cookie. Yum! Yum! Yum!
Music. Drum! Drum! Drum!

Colors. Blue. Green. Red.
Time. Jump! Jump! Jump!
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